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Talent is Everything.

Introduction
1.

More and more, given the competition for talent, managers and
supervisors are being told they have be “great
great coaches
coaches”

2.

Despite all of the books that people have written on coaching as
talking about it became a fad,
fad there are few real concrete “how
how
to” guides

3. Coaching is a skill that we can all learn:
•

KNOW THAT = Ideas,
Ideas models and frameworks

•

KNOW HOW TO = behavioral skills

•

KNOW WHY = Conceptual understanding / prediction of future possibilities
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•

20% of the interpersonal skills get us through 80% of the “interacting with
people” situations
–

We get through most interaction with others using our day to day interpersonal
skills = the first 20%
This first 20% comes to us as a result of growing up – most of us have reasonable
“day-to-day, no conflict, no stress, no tension” interpersonal skills

–

•

There is a lot more to “coaching”
than you first think because …

We need
W
d the
th remaining
i i
80% off th
the skills
kill for
f more difficult,
diffi lt interpersonal
i t
l
interactions which involve some degree of conflict or stress or tension – like
coaching
–

The remaining 80% need “training
training / coaching / mentoring / professional
development / practice time” to develop

–

A little can go a long way:
•
•

–
2011 - 2013

As soon as we start acquiring
q
g some of these skills,, a lot of interpersonal
p
interaction becomes easier
But we tend to think we have mastered them when we still have a long way to
go

Becoming a master at all of these remaining 80% skills takes years –
even a life time
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So What Does It Take?
Some Personal
Behavioral Skills

Some Frameworks
to Guide
My Thinking
and My Practice

Some Useful Tools
to Improve
Communication

Practice,
Feedback,,

Email (personal)

More Practice,
More Feedback,

Listen Accurately
The Communication Wheel

T lk Thoughtfully
Talk
Th
htf ll
Separate Planning
from Doing
g
Control Expression
of Personal
Emotions
…………

The PLISSIT Coaching
Model

Phones (personal)

The Personal Competency
Development Cycle

Q
Quiet
Spaces
p
and
Time for Private
Conversations

Know That / Know How To /
Know Why Model of
Knowledge
g
The Development Styles
Model

Information from
Automated
Business
Applications

More Practice,
More Feedback,
More Practice,
More Feedback,
More Practice,
More Feedback,
………
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What Does It Take (Out of My Control)

Organizational
O
ga at o a / Cultural
Cu tu a Values
a ues
Reward / Recognition for Successful Coaching
– Good Coaches Develop People They Lose to Other Needs

Just in Time Opportunities to “Apply” New Learning
– P
Professional
f
i
lD
Development
l
t Ti
Timing
i Ali
Aligned
d with
ith O
Opportunity
t it tto
Apply

Time for Personal Learning / Experimentation /
D
Development
l
t
– Codes on Time Sheets / (Coaching Sessions and PD) / Belongs to Individual

• No Blame Culture
– Plan For Mistakes & Unanticipated Consequences / Limit their
Impact
p
/ Learn From Them / Recover Quickly
y / BUT Don’t
Repeat Them
2011 - 2013
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What we will talk about …
We will look at each of the components of
So What Does It Take?

2011 - 2013
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Listen Accurately
Some Personal
Behavioral Skills

• Apply to repeat back and get “that’s what I said” or “that’s
what I meant” response from the person you are listening to

Listen Accurately

• Focused Listening is a Turn on / Turn Off skill
Talk Thoughtfully
Separate Planning
from Doing
Control Expression
of Personal
Emotions
…………

• Means
M
lilistening
t i tto
•
•

“what’s below the surface” (emotions, feelings, nuances)
as well as listening to the “factual” surface – what the person
is saying
y g

• A skill that can be acquired and enhanced by
– Breaking
g it down into small p
pieces
– Practicing each independently
– Scrimmaging periodically to integrate them
• WCI’s Scrimmage model of interpersonal skill development

– Using
U i ““recorded
d d ffeedback”
db k” – video
id b
bestt
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Talk Thoughtfully…
Some Personal
Behavioral Skills

•

Everybody talks differently – it is not about talking in
one way or another

•

The most important thing in coaching is to be
clear about what you are going to talk about
before you talk about it

•

One of the jobs of the Frameworks is to help you put
what you want to say in perspective so that you “do”
talk thoughtfully

•

With time and practice, this will become natural and
require less and less explicit thought on your part

Listen Accurately
Talk Thoughtfully
Separate Planning
from Doing
Control Expression
of Personal
Emotions
…………
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Separate Planning from Doing
Some Personal
Behavioral Skills
Listen Accurately

•

You will not coach effectively unless you take time to
prepare – Good Coaches do not wing it

•

Another job of the Frameworks is to give you check
lists and ways of preparing what you are going to do in
your coaching interactions – of planning your
coaching “interventions”

•

When you first
Wh
fi t start
t t to
t coach,
h expectt to
t spend
d 1 to
t 2
times as much time planning as interacting with each
“coachee” – Good Coaching takes time

•

With time and practice, your coaching skills will
become “smart habits” and coaching will take less time
b t you can never “wing
but
“ i it”

Talk Thoughtfully
Separate Planning
from Doing
Control Expression
of Personal
Emotions
…………
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Control Expression of Emotions
Some Personal
Behavioral Skills

•

Good Coaches understand what they are feeling and
make “choices” about how to express their feelings

•

Control is not the same thing as suppression: it is
about thoughtful
g
choice of how and when to express
p
emotions with interacting with “coachees”

•

You catch more flies with honey than vinegar
vinegar, but
“You
a sharp knife cuts better than a dull one”

•

Practice, and conscious use of the Frameworks
Practice
Frameworks,
increases a coach’s self awareness of emotions

Listen Accurately
Talk Thoughtfully
Separate Planning
from Doing
Control Expression
of Personal
Emotions
…………
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The “Job” of the Frameworks

2011 - 2013

•

Challenge your natural but inaccurate “intuitive psychologist” 
you must be like me

•

Give you problem solving frameworks that are relevant to
coaching interactions and problems

•

Give you checklists and methods that help you plan your
coaching discussions / interventions

•

Help
H
l you move through
th
h the
th practice
ti and
d ffeedback
db k cycles
l
that will improve your coaching
–

make your coaching more effective as you do more of the
“right”
g
coaching
g behaviors

–

make your coaching behaviors more efficient = take less
conscious energy as you develop coaching “smart habits”

OMG: I have to be a "great coach"
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1: The Communication Wheel

Framework 1: The Communication Wheel
Slowing
g down
interpersonal
communication by
asking each person to
vocalize each step:
1. I hear and see …
2. I judge that this
means …
3 I feel …
3.
4. I want …
5. I intend to say / do …
is one way of improving
each person’s listening
and empathy skills

The Communication Wheel
(The Public and Internal Dynamics of
Interpersonal Communications
Person A:
Internally

I feel
(either with
awareness
or
unconsciously)

I make sense of
what I hear /I
see
(either with
awareness
or
unconsciously)

I hear / I see
I say / I behave

Public Space
(anyone present
can observe)

I respond to what I
heard / saw / felt and
combine it with
What I Want
(either with awareness
or unconsciously)

I feel
(either with
awareness
or
unconsciously)

What I Want
Copyright (Roelf Woldring, WCI Press, Elora, Ontario, Canada Jan 2011
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What I Want

I respond to what I
heard / saw / felt and
combine it with
What I Want
(either with awareness
or unconsciously)

I say / I behave
I hear / I see

I make sense of
what I hear /I
see
(either with
awareness
or
unconsciously)

Coaching
Dialogue
is not
day to
d
day
dialogue

Person B:
Internally

This is based on and is a modification of Dr. Henry L. Thompson’s Communication Wheel

•

Move beyond your every day “talking” skills (20%)
into more carefully considered and “paced”
dialogue
g with “coachees”

•

As the coach, you are responsible for making
appropriate parts of your private (intentions,
interpretations …) public to your coachee
OMG: I have to be a "great coach"
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Listening
means
turning
off what
is going
g g
on inside
us
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2: The PLISSIT Model of Coaching
The PLISSIT Model of Coaching
An effective coach has an explicit or implicit sense of what goes in each of these boxes
For every “coaching” or “personal development” discussion they have with a “coachee”
Who

When

Where

What

How

Why

Measures

Possibility /
Permission /

Limited
Information

Specific
Suggestions

Intensive
Training

Copyright (Roelf Woldring, WCI Press, Elora, Ontario, Canada Jan 2011
www.wciltd.com

This framework partly derived from the Plisst Model of Therapy developed by Jack Annon and colleagues in 1975

Every time you “coach”
coach , you need to plan each coaching “intervention”
intervention
and know how it likely to play out.
“Visualizing or rehearsing” your coaching sessions before hand
is a great tool for achieving this
this.
The PLISSIT Model guides you through this.
2011 - 2013
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p
3: The Personal Development
Competency Development Cycle

The Personal Competence Development Cycle
Smart

unconscious
incompetence

Habit

unconscious
competence

Practice /
Application

Feedback

conscious
incompetence

conscious
competence

Learning /
Coaching

Everyone
goes
g
through this
cycle
whenever
they acquire
new skills.
Coaches
need to
explicitly
plan for it.

1 Remember
1.
R
b that
th t this
thi cycle
l applies
li to
t your development
d
l
t off coaching
hi
skills
kill as well
ll
as “your coachee’s’” development.
Feedback is crucial to make this cycle work.
2. As a coach, you are responsible for providing feedback, and for setting up
processes which allow appropriate others to provide it to your “coachees”
effectively.
2011 - 2013
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4: The Know That / Know How To / Know Why Model

As the coach, you need to be clear about what kind of “knowledge” in
involved in the “development”
development you plan for your coachees,
coachees and take
responsibility that the “development work” you set them aligns with it.
2011 - 2013
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Model of Knowledge

)
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5: The Development Styles Model
People have
different learning
styles. Development
experiences that
align with an
individual’s
development style
are more fun and
more efficient for
that person.
When this happens,
individuals learn
more and
d are more
likely to transfer the
new skill back to the
job.

As the coach, you need to know what each “coachee’s”
Development Style is, so that you take responsibility for
aligning your development “suggestions”
suggestions and feedback with it.
it
2011 - 2013
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The Framework are Tools

2011 - 2013
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Effective Coaching Requires “Privacy” and Lots of Feedback
Seems Like a Contradiction …
•

The people being coached (= “coachees”) need reassurance that
appropriate parts of their coaching conversation are truly personal and
private
i t  safety
f t tto examine
i non-effective
ff ti behaviors
b h i

•

E-mail systems where IT individuals have personal access to the
“content” of email undermine this
–

•

Shared office space may improve team productivity but it undermines
‘coaching’ privacy
–

•

Provide appropriate “charge codes” for time recording systems
Provide appropriate
pp p
time away
y from team in “highly
g y focused” team
environments

Tools that provide objective performance feedback can deeply improve
the quality of coaching feedback

2011 - 2013

provide
id some small
ll sound
d prooff meeting
ti
rooms, use “St
“Starbucks”
b k ”

Time for coaching sessions, and for prep, needs to be “allowable”
–
–

•

use personal, non
non-work
work email addresses, ensure needed IT e
e-mail
mail inspection
policies do not lead to “leaks”

Coach is responsible for setting up these “feedback” processes (e.g.
anonymous feedback from peers …)
OMG: I have to be a "great coach"
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It is all about practice and feedback
Practice,
Feedback
Feedback,

•

Practice without feedback does not lead to
competenc de
competency
development
elopment – it leads to frustration
fr stration

More Practice,
More
o e Feedback,
eedbac ,

•

Progressively achievable development goals leads to
a sense of progress

•

The goal of coaching is to produce effective “smart
habits” which improve productivity

•

Effectiveness of both coach and coachees is jjudged
g
by this measured increase in productivity

More Practice,
More Feedback,
More Practice,
More Feedback,

– metrics are key for both but responsibility of coach

•

It takes time …

The Personal Competence Development Cycle
Smart
Habit

More Practice,
More Feedback,

•

The extinction effect

unconscious
incompetence

unconscious
competence

Practice /

conscious
incompetence

conscious
competence

– the need to do all of this “just in time”
– What % of your behavior can you change in a day, a
week a year …
week,
Application

Feedback

Learning /
Coaching

………
2011 - 2013
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OMG: I need to be a great coach to my people
•

You will be … but it will take some time

•

Get a “coaching” coach
–
–

•

Your boss
Attend appropriate E-Learning and Face-to-Face Professional development sessions on
coaching

Start with “knowing that”  knowing how to & knowing why
–

the frameworks and ideas in this presentation

•

Develop accurate “turn on / turn off” listening skills

•

Find opportunities to practice
–
–
–
–

Plan
Break it down into pieces
Visualize / rehearse
Do

•

Set up feedback systems for yourself

•

Talk with your peers about coaching
–

2011 - 2013

focus on knowing how to and knowing why
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WeCrut3.com
C
•

www.wecrut3.com for more details on what we do and who we are

•

www.wciltd.com for information on the Competency Styles® work books:
–

tools for working professionals to increase their self-awareness of behavior patterns at work and
their interpersonal (“soft”) skills

Roelf Woldring
roelf woldring@wecrut3 com
roelf.woldring@wecrut3.com
Competency Styles is a registered trademark of
Workplace Competence International (WCI / WCI Press)
Elora, Ontario, Canada N0B 1S0
888-928-0230
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